1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Vision is famously underconstrained, and how we interpret what we see can shed light on both perceptual and cognitive processes. For example, inferences regarding the 3-dimensional (3D) environment from 2D retinal images seem to be largely accurate and effortless \[[@RSPB20191492C1]\]. The most natural solutions to 'inverse problems' like 3D shape from 2D projections are Bayesian computations, in which sensory measurements ('likelihoods') are combined with *a priori* expectations ('priors').

Prior expectations about the environment can be manipulated in the laboratory. For example, Körding & Wolpert \[[@RSPB20191492C2]\] trained participants to learn a lateral displacement of the visual feedback they received on their finger position while they reached for a target in a virtual-reality set-up. Following training, when participants had to reach for a target without feedback, their reach-point was biased in the direction opposite to, and by the magnitude of, the displacement they had learnt. On the other hand, some priors seem to have arisen on a longer, evolutionary time scale. For example, the tuning and distribution of neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) seem to have been optimized for encoding the cardinal orientations (i.e. horizontal and vertical) that are predominant in everyday scenes \[[@RSPB20191492C3],[@RSPB20191492C4]\].

It is known that the impact of these priors can increase when the stimulus is degraded or when the sensory measurements are noisy. In such cases, we rely more on our expectations to guide our perception \[[@RSPB20191492C5]\]. For example, a prior that favours cardinal orientations can make ambiguously tilted stimuli appear to have less tilt away from the cardinal axes \[[@RSPB20191492C6],[@RSPB20191492C7]\], or a prior for light coming from above (and slightly to the left) biases the interpretation of ambiguous images towards being perceived as lit from above rather than from below \[[@RSPB20191492C8]\]. However, the aforementioned biases were measured for attributes that vary along simple feature dimensions such as orientation using artificial stimuli (e.g. Gabor patches). More recently, biases have also been examined for more complex and meaningful attributes using natural images like human faces \[[@RSPB20191492C9],[@RSPB20191492C10]\]. For example, prior expectations are believed to bias observers to report that a face appears to be gazing at them when the eyes are difficult to see \[[@RSPB20191492C9]\] or that ambiguous facial morphs appear as masculine \[[@RSPB20191492C10]\]. Nonetheless, faces represent a unique object category that is encoded in dedicated neural areas (e.g. fusiform face area) and is considered distinct from other object categories (hereafter 'objects'), even those that we could become experts in classifying (see \[[@RSPB20191492C11]\] for a review). To our knowledge, it remains unclear if perceptual biases also extend to the categorical attribute of non-social objects that we may encounter in everyday life.

Man-made objects are more frequent in urban scenes (e.g. city centres, house interiors) and non-man-made objects are more frequent in non-man-made scenes (e.g. mountains, forests). Greene \[[@RSPB20191492C12]\] demonstrated this by quantifying the frequency of hand-labelled objects in a large database of scenes. Participants are also aware of these frequencies \[[@RSPB20191492C13],[@RSPB20191492C14]\]. For example, when required to estimate object frequency by freely listing objects or rating the likelihood of objects frequently/never occurring in man-made and non-man-made scenes, participants demonstrated high consistency and reliability, and tended to overestimate frequency \[[@RSPB20191492C14]\]. From a Bayesian point of view, our knowledge of object frequency statistics should lead people who have lived extensively in urban areas to perceive ambiguous images as what they most expect to encounter in their urban areas (e.g. man-made objects).

To test whether our visual experience manifests as perceptual biases towards frequently encountered categories of object identity, in experiment 1 we developed a novel, highly versatile method of creating ambiguous 'hybrid' images ([figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*c*) by superimposing two component images from distinct categories. This allowed us to measure biases for categorical attributes of natural images while controlling for the visibility of the separate components, bypassing confounds that may arise due to differences in people\'s contrast sensitivity to spatial frequency content. Our aim was to create ambiguous stimuli with two image categories competing for classification, while ensuring they are equally visible when the hybrid is highly ambiguous. To achieve this, we minimized the overlap of spatial frequency content between component images of a hybrid, by filtering one to largely retain orientations near the cardinal axes ('near-cardinal') and the other to largely retain orientations near the intercardinal axes (45° and 135° clockwise of vertical; 'near-intercardinal'). Figure 1.Experiment 1. (*a*) A representative sample of images from each category. For each category, unfiltered images are in the left-hand column and the same images after applying a cardinal (for set C) or an intercardinal filter (for set I) are in the right-hand column. (*b*) Timeline of an experimental trial. (*c*) Examples of hybrid images. (*d*) Bar plots showing biases in each hybrid condition (left-hand and middle columns; positive values indicate biases towards the cardinal component) and categorical biases estimated irrespective of filtering (right-hand column; positive values indicate biases for the specific category) for each participant. Unfilled blue bars represent biases that significantly differed from zero. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (Online version in colour.)

Accordingly, in experiment 1, we used animals and flowers as non-man-made categories, and houses and vehicles as man-made categories, to create hybrids and measure categorical biases. It is known that people detect animal images faster than any other category \[[@RSPB20191492C15]\], but these studies did not manipulate visibility *per se*. Fast detection is generally inferred from reaction time measures of behavioural responses (i.e. key presses or saccades). Nonetheless, if animals do have an advantage, they would clearly dominate visibility in briefly flashed hybrids, and participants would be biased to classify a hybrid with an animal and a non-animal more frequently as an animal. In experiment 1, we found a bias towards man-made objects (houses and vehicles). However, since most man-made objects in experiment 1 were larger in real-world size than non-man-made objects, a bias for larger objects could easily be misinterpreted as a bias for man-made objects. Therefore, experiment 2 extends the findings of experiment 1 to a broader range of man-made objects, covering a wider range of sizes.

2.. Methods and results {#s2}
=======================

(a). General methods {#s2a}
--------------------

### (i). Participants and apparatus {#s2a1}

Ten participants from Queen Mary University of London (United Kingdom) took part in each of the two main experiments reported below. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and have lived in man-made environments for at least 10 years preceding the experiment. Written informed consent was obtained prior to participation.

Participants were seated in a dimly lit room. A chinrest was used to maintain a distance of 0.57 m from the 16″ Dell CRT monitor (1024 × 768 pixels, 60 Hz refresh rate) upon which the stimuli were presented. At this distance, each pixel subtended 1.8 min of visual angle. Experimental programs were written in M[atlab]{.smallcaps}, using the Psychophysics Toolbox \[[@RSPB20191492C16],[@RSPB20191492C17]\].

(b). Experiment 1 methods: filtered hybrids {#s2b}
-------------------------------------------

### (i). Stimuli {#s2b1}

Prior to the experiment, from an initial pool of 500 images obtained from the ImageNet database \[[@RSPB20191492C18]\], we created a 100-image set 'C', within which each image was unambiguously recognizable as an animal after application of the cardinal filter described below; see electronic supplementary material, §S1 for details on image selection. Next, we created a 100-image set 'I', within which each image was unambiguously recognizable as an animal after application of the intercardinal filter described below. Some images appeared in both sets. We then repeated this process, creating a set C and a set I for flowers, houses and vehicles. Consequently, sets C and I contain unfiltered images that can be filtered during the experiment using a cardinal and an intercardinal filter, respectively. Example images from all four categories appear in [figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*a*.

Hybrids were created using randomly selected (unfiltered) component images from sets C and I in two of the four available categories (e.g. house from set C and flower from set I). The C component was filtered to retain near-cardinal orientations by multiplying its amplitude spectrum with a *cardinal filter*. The I component was filtered to retain near-intercardinal orientations by multiplying its amplitude spectrum with an *intercardinal filter*. The cardinal filter\'s pass-band was the sum of two wrapped Gaussian functions, one peaking at 0° (horizontal) and the other peaking at 90° (vertical). Each Gaussian had a half-width at half height of 23.6°. The intercardinal filter was rotated 45° but otherwise identical to that of the cardinal filter. The amplitude of each component\'s spatial frequency content was adjusted so that the two components would have the desired sum (fixed at 1.33 × 10^8^) and ratio (an independent variable) of notionally visible energies. Notionally visible energy (hereafter 'visible energy') is defined as the dot product between an orientation-filtered image\'s power spectrum and a 'window of visibility' (WV) that we created, based on Watson & Ahumada \[[@RSPB20191492C19]\]. (Further details of image processing are available in electronic supplementary material, §§S1--S3 and figure S1).

Calculating the visible energy of components using the WV gives us an index of the effective contrast of an image after taking into account non-uniformities in contrast sensitivity of spatial frequency and orientation channels in the early stages of visual processing (e.g. V1). Therefore, when the two hybrid components\' amplitude spectra are adjusted to have equal visible energy (i.e. at a log-ratio of 0), we can assume that the two components are roughly equated for visibility. We also created a unique mask for every hybrid image by phase-scrambling the hybrid. This was achieved by adding the phase spectrum of a white-noise pattern (300 × 300 pixels with a uniform distribution of pixel intensities between 0 and 1) to the phase spectrum of a hybrid. A unique white noise pattern was generated for each hybrid we created.

### (ii). Procedure {#s2b2}

There were eight different conditions, characterized by either the cardinal or the intercardinal component of the hybrid. In four conditions, we fixed the cardinal component\'s category as the animal (CA), flower (CF), house (CH) or vehicle (CV), with the intercardinal component randomly chosen from the remaining three categories. In the remaining four conditions, we fixed the intercardinal component to be the animal (IA), flower (IF), house (IH) or vehicle (IV), and the cardinal component was randomly chosen from the three remaining categories.

Within each condition the log ratio between visible energies of (cardinal and intercardinal) components was selected at random (without replacement) from the set containing eight copies of 11 values (−3.66, --2.20, --1.39, --0.41, --0.20, 0, +0.20, +0.41, +1.39, +2.20, +3.66) identified in exploratory pilot experiments as likely to provide constraint for the psychometric functions described below. The eight different conditions were randomly interleaved within each 704-trial session. In each trial, the participant\'s task was to report the category of the hybrid\'s most visible component.

The experimental procedure is shown in [figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*b*. Each trial began with presentation of a white fixation dot (0.3° diameter) centred on a uniform grey background for 1.00 s. This was followed by a hybrid image that was shown for 0.10 s, immediately followed by a mask for 0.20 s. Hybrid and mask were presented in the centre of the screen within a hard-edged circular window (9.4° diameter). After the mask, four circular labels (3.8° diameter) of each image category appeared, and the participant responded using one of four keys ('4---top left', '5---top right', '1---bottom left', '2---bottom right'), which mapped to the screen position of the category label. The position of a given category listed in one of the four labels was randomized on every trial.

(c). Experiment 1 results: filtered hybrids {#s2c}
-------------------------------------------

Using the *Psignifit 4* toolbox \[[@RSPB20191492C20]\], we obtained estimates of each participant\'s bias (− *μ*), in each of the eight conditions, by maximum-likelihood fitting the four parameters (*μ*, *σ*, *γ*, *λ*) defining a cumulative normal distribution to the psychometric function mapping log visible energy ratio (between cardinal and intercardinal components) to the proportion of trials on which the cardinal component was selected (electronic supplementary material, figure S2a). An unbiased observer would select either component with equal frequency (50% point of a psychometric function) when the two components have *equal* visible energy (i.e. at log-ratio = 0), and would therefore have a bias of 0. However, if the observer is biased, then their 50% point would map to a log-ratio different from 0 and its sign (e.g. the direction of shift) will determine which component dominates perception. Accordingly, positive (negative) biases indicate a tendency for the cardinal (intercardinal) component to dominate perception.

For each estimate of bias, we evaluated the null hypothesis that the bias does not differ from zero (using a generalized likelihood-ratio test). For this, we fit the data in each condition again with a constrained psychometric function that forced the bias to be zero. We compared the criterion *α* = 0.05 to the value 1 − *F*(−2 ln *L*), where *F* is the cumulative *χ*^2^ distribution with 1 degree of freedom and *L* is the ratio of likelihood of the constrained fit to the unconstrained fit. If the value is less than *α*, the bias is significantly different from zero. [Figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*d* shows the number of participants who had positive or negative biases that were significantly different from zero using this likelihood-ratio test. For any given condition, we also conducted two-tailed one-sample *t*-tests to determine if the bias across all participants (mean bias) was significantly different from zero ([table 1](#RSPB20191492TB1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1.Group statistics on biases from each condition in experiment 1 and experiment 2. Single asterisks denote significance at the level of *p* \< 0.05 and double asterisks denote significance at the level of *p* \< 0.01.experiment 1experiment 2conditionmean bias*t*-statisticCohen\'s *d*conditionmean bias*t*-statisticCohen\'s *d*cardinal animalCA--0.46--3.97\*\*--1.25BA-BM--0.37--2.97\*--0.94CF--0.89--5.94\*\*--1.88BA-SM--0.30--2.81\*--0.89CH+0.43+4.21\*\*+1.33SA-BM--0.51--5.35\*\*--1.69CV+0.29+4.26\*\*+1.35SA-SM--0.50--3.76\*\*--1.19intercardinal animalIA+0.43+4.08\*\*+1.29BA-BM+0.79+6.00\*\*+1.90IF+0.51+3.81\*\*+1.20BA-SM+0.25+1.67+0.53IH--0.49--3.77\*\*--1.19SA-BM+0.42+5.85\*\*+1.85IV--0.35--3.31\*\*--1.07SA-SM--0.05--0.61--0.19

[Figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*d* (left hand and middle columns) plots the biases from each condition for each participant. It is clear from [figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*d* and [table 1](#RSPB20191492TB1){ref-type="table"} that classification biases were dependent on the category of images that formed the hybrid\'s components. In general, when the cardinal component contained an animal or flower the biases were negative, whereas when the intercardinal component contained them, biases were positive ([figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*d*). When the cardinal component contained houses or vehicles biases were positive, whereas when the intercardinal component contained them biases were negative ([figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*d*).

For most observers, animals and flowers required *more* visible energy than the other component of the hybrid to be equally likely to be selected in the hybrid, whereas houses and vehicles required relatively *less* visible energy than the other component. Purely categorical biases were estimated by fitting a cumulative normal distribution to the function mapping log visible energy ratio between the categorical (e.g. animal) and non-categorical (e.g. flower, house or vehicle) component to the proportion of trials on which a specific category was selected (i.e. irrespective of filtering; electronic supplementary material, figure S2b). This involved pooling data from conditions in which a specific category was fixed as either the cardinal or intercardinal component. For example, data from conditions CA and IA were pooled to plot the proportion of choosing the animal component as dominant against the log-ratio of visible energy between the animal and the non-animal components. Individual biases for each image category are given in the right-hand column in [figure 1](#RSPB20191492F1){ref-type="fig"}*d*. As summarized in electronic supplementary material, figure S13 and [table 2](#RSPB20191492TB2){ref-type="table"}, group biases were significantly negative for animals and flowers, whereas they were significantly positive for houses and vehicles. Table 2.Group statistics on biases for each category in experiment 1 and each category pair in experiment 2. Single asterisks denote significance at the level of *p* \< 0.05 and double asterisks denote significance at the level of *p* \< 0.01. The *p*-value for the SA-SM categorical pair in experiment 2 was approaching significance (*p* = 0.081).experiment 1experiment 2categorymean bias*t*-statisticCohen\'s *d*category pairmean bias*t*-statisticCohen\'s *d*animal--0.39--6.06\*\*--1.92BA-BM--0.55--5.27\*\*--1.67flower--0.62--4.31\*\*--1.36BA-SM--0.33--3.39\*\*--1.07house+0.44+5.29\*\*+1.67SA-BM--0.50--6.92\*\*--2.19vehicle+0.34+5.68\*\*+1.80SA-SM--0.23--1.96--0.62averaged--0.37--6.41\*\*--2.03

We conducted a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with image category as a within-subjects factor and found a significant difference between mean categorical biases, *F*~3,27~ = 25.83, *p* \< 0.001. Pairwise comparisons revealed that mean biases for houses and vehicles were significantly more positive than those for animals and flowers (*p* \< 0.01; electronic supplementary material, table S1). There was no difference in mean biases between houses and vehicles or between those for animals and flowers (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(d). Experiment 2 methods: differences in real-world size {#s2d}
---------------------------------------------------------

### (i). Stimuli {#s2d1}

We created new sets C and I (with 100 images in each set) for four different object categories, as in experiment 1. The new categories were based on the approximate real-world size (big or small) of the man-made object/animal in the category ([figure 2](#RSPB20191492F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*): big animal (BA), big man-made (BM), small animal (SA), small man-made (SM). Each image category contained a range of object classes: BA (e.g. camel, elephant, rhinoceros, whale), BM (e.g. bed, cupboard, bicycle, car), SA (e.g. fish, cat, butterfly, frog) and SM (e.g. cup, watch, key, laptop). All images were obtained from ImageNet \[[@RSPB20191492C18]\] and POPORO \[[@RSPB20191492C21]\] databases. Some of these images had artificial (often uniform) backgrounds while others were taken in their naturally occurring backgrounds. Unique hybrids and masks were created in the same way as in experiment 1, except that to minimize blurring of edges near the image boundaries resulting from windowing the image (see electronic supplementary material, §S2), we zero-padded the image with a 50-pixel pad before applying the window. Although the hybrids were created from zero-padded component images, they were still presented to participants within a hard-edged circular window of 9.4° diameter, thus maintaining identical on-screen stimulus size across all experiments. Figure 2.Experiment 2. (*a*) A representative sample of images from each category (note: each panel includes images from both sets C and I). (*b*) Bar plots showing biases for each hybrid condition (left-hand and middle columns; positive biases indicate biases towards the cardinal component) and for each category pair (right-hand column; positive values indicate biases for the animal component). Unfilled blue bars represent biases that significantly differed from zero and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (Online version in colour.)

### (ii). Procedure {#s2d2}

We had four unique pairings of categories, namely BA--BM, BA--SM, SA--BM and SA--SM. In four experimental conditions, the first of each pair was fixed to be the cardinal component, while the second was fixed as the intercardinal component. In four additional conditions, the first of the pair was fixed to be the intercardinal component and the second was fixed as the cardinal component, resulting in a total of eight conditions. Other aspects of the procedure were identical to those used in experiment 1, with the exception that sessions were expanded to 880 trials each (each session contained 10 copies of the 11 log-ratios in each of the eight conditions).

(e). Experiment 2 results: differences in real-world size {#s2e}
---------------------------------------------------------

For each participant we obtained maximum-likelihood estimates of the bias for the eight hybrid conditions ([figure 2](#RSPB20191492F2){ref-type="fig"}*b* left and middle panels). Generalized likelihood-ratio tests were used to determine the number of observers whose biases significantly differed from zero, and two-tailed one-sample *t*-tests were used to determine if the mean bias across observers was significantly different from zero ([table 1](#RSPB20191492TB1){ref-type="table"}). As evident from mean bias values (electronic supplementary material, figure S14; [table 1](#RSPB20191492TB1){ref-type="table"}), we found large negative biases for all four conditions when the cardinal component contained an animal. When the intercardinal component contained an animal, we found large positive biases for BA--BM and SA--BM, a weak positive bias for BA--SM, and no bias for SA--SM. Taken together, most biases were again towards man-made objects.

We also obtained biases for each unique category pair in the same manner as in experiment 1, whereby a negative bias indicates that the man-made and animal components were chosen with equal frequency when the man-made component had relatively less visible energy than the animal component ([figure 2](#RSPB20191492F2){ref-type="fig"}*b*, right panel). In general, biases were negative for any given pair. As revealed by two-tailed one-sample *t*-tests ([table 2](#RSPB20191492TB2){ref-type="table"}), mean bias was negative and significantly different from zero for BA--BM, BA--SM and SA--BM, and was approaching significance for SA--SM. When collapsed across category pairs, biases were found towards man-made objects ([table 2](#RSPB20191492TB2){ref-type="table"}): 7/10 individual biases were significant at the level of *p* \< 0.001 and 1/10 was significant at *p* \< 0.05.

To further evaluate the role of real-world object size and filtering on biases, we conducted a 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA on the 'man-made biases', with animal size (big and small), man-made size (big and small) and filtering (cardinal and intercardinal) as factors. We found no main effects of filtering (*F*~1,9~ = 0.53, *p* = 0.486) and animal size (*F*~1,9~ = 1.66, *p* = 0.230). There was a main effect of man-made size, with larger man-made objects producing larger biases (*F*~1,9~ = 11.58, *p* = 0.008). The interaction between filtering and man-made size was significant (*F*~1,9~ = 19.83, *p* = 0.002). Pairwise comparisons further analysing this interaction revealed that, although man-made biases were larger for big compared to small man-made objects, this was only significant (*p* \< 0.001) when man-made objects retained near-cardinal orientations. We also found a significant interaction between filtering and animal size (*F*~1,9~ = 9.95, *p* = 0.012). Pairwise comparisons revealed that cardinally filtered animals, compared with intercardinally filtered animals, produced larger man-made biases for big animals (*p* = 0.002) but not for small animals. Further, big animals produced larger man-made biases compared with small animals when the animals were filtered intercardinally (*p* = 0.006), but not cardinally (see electronic supplementary material, table S2 for additional statistics).

3.. Discussion {#s3}
==============

We examined biases in people\'s classification of different types of natural images. In experiment 1, we found that when an ambiguous hybrid image was formed of structures from two different image categories, classification was biased towards the man-made categories (houses and vehicles) rather than towards the non-man-made categories (animals and flowers). This 'man-made bias' is not a bias towards any specific spatial frequency content. Additional experiments (see electronic supplementary material, §S5) revealed that the bias is (1) common across urban-living participants in different countries, and (2) not simply a response bias. The results of experiment 2 replicated and extended the results of experiment 1 to demonstrate that the bias was affected by the real-world size of man-made objects (but not animal size), with a stronger bias for larger man-made objects. Reduced biases for small man-made objects may be explained by shared feature statistics (e.g. curvature) between small (but not large) man-made objects and both small and large animals \[[@RSPB20191492C22]\]. However, we highlight that the bias is not only for larger man-made objects, because we still obtained man-made biases even when small man-made objects were paired with animals. We propose that this man-made bias is the result of expectations about the world that favour the rapid interpretation of complex images as man-made. Given that the visual diet of our urban participants is rich in man-made objects, our results are consistent with a Bayesian formulation of perceptual biases whereby ambiguous stimuli result in biases towards frequently occurring attributes \[[@RSPB20191492C5]\].

We stress that the man-made bias is not merely a manifestation of the relative insensitivity to tilted (i.e. neither vertical nor horizontal) contours, commonly known as the 'oblique effect' \[[@RSPB20191492C23],[@RSPB20191492C24]\]. Our participants exhibited biases in favour of man-made objects even when cardinal orientations had been filtered out of them. This occurred despite the fact that the power spectra of houses and vehicles were largely dominated by cardinal orientations, whereas those of animals and flowers were largely isotropic (electronic supplementary material, §S6 and figure S6). Whereas the oblique effect was established using narrow-band luminance gratings on otherwise uniform backgrounds, it cannot be expected to influence the perception of broad-band, natural images, such as those used in our experiments. Indeed, if anything, detection thresholds for cardinally oriented structure tend to be higher than those for tilted structure, when those structures are superimposed against broad-band masking stimuli \[[@RSPB20191492C25]\].

We note however that we do not claim that intercardinal filtering removes all easily detectable structures from the images in man-made categories. Indeed, houses and vehicles almost certainly contain longer, straighter and/or more rectilinear contours than flowers and animals. Therefore, we also performed a detection experiment to examine if increased sensitivity to structural features that might dominate man-made categories could account for the man-made biases by measuring detection thresholds (see electronic supplementary material, §S7). It revealed that houses and vehicles did not have lower detection thresholds (i.e. the minimum root mean square contrast required to reliably detect images from each category) than images from the non-man-made categories. This finding provides strong ammunition against any sensitivity-based model of the man-made bias. Whatever structure is contained in the unfiltered images of houses and vehicles, that structure proved to be, on average, no easier to detect than the structure contained in unfiltered images of animals and flowers.

The lack of a bias for animals and a difference in sensitivity between image categories appears to contradict past findings from Crouzet *et al*. \[[@RSPB20191492C15]\], who report that the detection of animals precedes that of vehicles using a saccadic choice task. However, comparing contrast sensitivity (detection) to saccadic reaction (decision) is problematic, especially with high contrast stimuli \[[@RSPB20191492C26]\]. Secondly, the difference could be attributed to the background of images that must be classified. While Crouzet *et al*. \[[@RSPB20191492C15]\] controlled contextual masking effects on image category by presenting images occurring in both man-made and natural contexts, our images in the detection experiment were embedded in white noise with the same amplitude spectrum as the image (electronic supplementary material, figure S7). As Hansen & Loschky \[[@RSPB20191492C27]\] report, the type of mask used (e.g. using a mask sharing only the amplitude spectrum with the image versus one sharing both amplitude and phase information with the image) affects masking strength. It is still unclear which type of masks work best across different image categories \[[@RSPB20191492C27]\].

Although we carefully controlled the spatial frequency content of our stimuli in experiments 1 and 2, it is conceivable that the bias towards man-made objects arises at a level intermediate between the visual system\'s extraction of these low-level features and its classification of stimuli into semantic categories. To investigate whether any known 'mid-level' features might be responsible for the bias towards man-made objects, we repeated experiments 1 and 2 with HMAX, a computer-based image classifier developed on the basis of the neural computations mediating object recognition in the ventral stream of the visual cortex \[[@RSPB20191492C28],[@RSPB20191492C29]\], allowing it to exploit mid-level visual features in its decision processes (see electronic supplementary material, §§S4 and S10). We also classified hybrids from experiment 2 with the AlexNet Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DNN), which could potentially capture more mid-level features \[[@RSPB20191492C30]\] (see electronic supplementary material, §S9). Results indicate that human observers\' bias for man-made images seems not to be a simple function of the lower and mid-level features exploited by conventional image-classification techniques.

However, we must concede that HMAX and AlexNet do not account for all possible intermediate feature differences between object categories, for instance 3D viewpoint \[[@RSPB20191492C31]\]. If we are frequently exposed to different viewpoints of man-made but not non-man-made objects, this might lead to a man-made bias too. Therefore, more experiments where categorical biases can be measured after equating object categories for intermediate features are needed to pinpoint the level at which the man-made bias occurs. Indeed, the bias for man-made objects might have nothing to do with visual features at all. It may stem from (non-visual) expectations that exploit regularities of the visual environment \[[@RSPB20191492C6]\]. To be clear: we are speculating that the preponderance of man-made objects in the environment of urban participants could bias their perception such that it becomes efficient at processing these types of stimuli.

When might such a bias develop? Categorical concepts and dedicated neural mechanisms for specific object categories seem to develop after birth, with exposure \[[@RSPB20191492C32]--[@RSPB20191492C34]\]. This suggests that expectations for object categories are likely to develop with exposure too. However, if expectations occur at the level of higher-level features associated with object categories, we cannot discount the possibility that expectations may be innate. For instance, prior expectations for low-level orientation has been attributed to a hardwired non-uniformity in orientation preference of V1 neurons \[[@RSPB20191492C6]\]. Similarly, we may have inhomogeneous neural mechanisms for higher-level features too. Recently identified neural mechanisms selectively encoding higher-level features of objects (e.g. uprightness \[[@RSPB20191492C35]\]) add to this speculation. It remains to be determined when and how man-made biases arise and whether they are adaptable to changes in the environment. Further, the perceptual bias that we demonstrate may be altered by testing conditions, which limit its generalizability. For instance, low spatial frequency precedence in image classification is altered by the type of classification that must be performed (e.g. classifying face hybrids for its gender versus expression) \[[@RSPB20191492C36]\].
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